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The Statue of Ramesses II is a 3,200-year-old
figure of Ramesses II, depicting him standing, that
was discovered in 1820 by Giovanni Battista
Caviglia at the Great Temple of Ptah near
Memphis, Egypt. It is made from red granite.
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Statue of Ramesses II - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statue_of_Ramesses_II
The Statue of Ramesses II is a 3,200-year-old figure of Ramesses II, depicting him
standing. It was discovered in 1820 by Giovanni Battista Caviglia at the Great Temple of
Ptah near Memphis, Egypt. It is made from red granite. The statue was found broken in
six pieces and earlier attempts at restoration failed. In 1955, Egyptian Prime Minister â€¦

Ancient Ramses II Statue Moved to Grand Egyptian â€¦
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/01/colossus-ramses-statue...
83-ton statue of Ramses II, ancient Egypt's greatest ruler, arrives at the Grand Egyptian
Museum.

Egyptian Pharaoh Ramses II Statue Found in Cairo Slum
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/03/egypt-pharaoh-ramses...
Update on March 17: What was first believed to be a depiction of Pharaoh Ramses II is
now more likely thought to be King Psammetich I, who ruled Egypt from 664 to 610 BC,
according to Egyptian antiquities officials. The biggest clue pointing to the statue's true
identity was the discovery of an ...

Pharaoh Ramses II statue unearthed in Cairo â€“ video ...
https://www.theguardian.com/science/video/2017/mar/10/pharoah...

Mar 10, 2017 · Archaeologists in Cairo believe they have
uncovered parts of a temple of Pharaoh Ramses II,
including an eight-metre-high statue

Statue of Pharaoh Ramses II is found in a Cairo slum ...
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4297944/Colossus-probably...
Archaeologists from Egypt and Germany found the statue of Pharaoh Ramses II in the
Mattarya district in Cairo which used to be the site of the ancient capital of Heliopolis.

Videos of ramses ii statue
bing.com/videos

See more videos of ramses ii statue

BBC - A History of the World - Object : Statue of
Ramesses II
www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/JYYDgb09RdeymolMiKpNgg
This statue of the Pharaoh Ramesses II was designed to show him as a beneficent ruler,
a mighty warrior and a living god. It was erected in the Ramesseum - his mortuary
temple, where the cult of Ramesses would continue for centuries. During his reign the
annual Nile flood repeatedly reached ideal ...

Parts of Ramses II statue found in Aswan in southern
Egypt ...
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ramses-ii-parts-of-statue-found-in...
The head and chest of a statue of Ramses II were found in the Temple of Kom Ombo
during a project to protect the site from groundwater, Antiquities Ministry says

Parts of Ramses II statue found in southern Egypt -
phys.org
phys.org › Other Sciences › Archaeology & Fossils
This photo released by the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities, shows the head of a statue of
one of the most famous pharaohs, Ramses II, that was discovered along with other parts
of a statue in the Temple of Kom Ombo, in Aswan, 585 miles (940 kilometers) south of
Cairo, Egypt, Tuesday, Feb. 27, 2018 ...

Colossal statue of Ramesses II | Louvre Museum | Paris
https://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/colossal-statue-ramesses-ii
This statue represents a king, sitting on a throne covered in inscriptions in the name of
Ramesses II. The original identity of this work was the subject of much heated debate:
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Consort: Nefertari, Isetnofret, â€¦
Reign: 1279â€“1213 BC (19th Dynasty)

Predecessor: Seti I
Successor: Merneptah
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Ramesses II. The original identity of this work was the subject of much heated debate:
traces of modifications to the crown, face, torso, and throne were long thought to indicate
that the king had re-used an ...

Ramesses II - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rameses_II
The colossal statue of Ramesses II dates back 3,200 years, and was originally
discovered in six pieces in a temple near Memphis. Weighing some 83-tonne (82-long-
ton; 91-short-ton), it was transported, reconstructed, and erected in â€¦

Campaigns and battles · Sed festival · Building activity ... · Death and legacy

Super cheap Statues Ramses Ii | best-deal.com
www.best-deal.com/Products/Offers
AD Find super cheap Statues Ramses Ii and save with BEST-DEAL.com - the shop
expert
Search for statues ramses ii price comparison
95% customer satisfa · Enjoy big savings · Search for Best Deals · Huge Selection
Store: Wayfair, Lowe's, VintageTub.com, Kohl's, Brylane Home, Overstock.com and
mâ€¦
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